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Abstract- Security administration is an uphill task to derivation of hacker profiles using intruder behavior. Yuill[1]
implement in an enterprise network providing secured corporate profiles detection of an on-going attack by developing a
services. With the slew of patches being released by network profile of the attacker using the information revealed about
component vendors, system administrators require a barrage of themselves during the attacks. There are several works in the
tools for analyzing the risk due to vulnerabilities in those literature on hacker profiles [5, 6, 9] but none of them tie the
components. In addition, criticalities in patching some end hosts lesato an exploits in

6, netwone of the tieothe
raises serious security issues about the network to which the end profiles to any exploits in the network. All the theories
hosts are connected. In this context, it would be imperative to proposed account for the hacker behavior. To our knowledge,
know the risk level of all critical resources keeping in view the no work has been reported on integrating behavior-based
everyday emerging new vulnerabilities. We hypothesize that profiles with sequence of network actions for computing the
sequence of network actions by attackers depends on their social vulnerability of resources.
and attack profile (behavioral resources such as skill level, time,
and attitude). To estimate the types of attack behavior, we Onrthe other hand, attack graphs are beginning to bexusedto
surveyed individuals for their ability and attack intent. Using the formalize the risks of a given network topology and exploits.
individuals' responses, we determined their behavioral resources Sheyner[13] attempts to model a network by constructing an
and classified them as having opportunist, hacker, or explorer attack graph using symbolic model checking algorithms.
behavior. The profile behavioral resources can be used for Moore[12] documents attacks on enterprises in the form of
determining risk by an attacker having that profile. Thus, attack trees, where each path from the root to the end node
suitable vulnerability analysis and risk management strategies documents how an attacker could realize their desire of
can be formulated to efficiently curtail the risk from different doitints how anatte ly then r Hever,
types of attackers. exploiting the host and ultimately the network. However,

current research like [11-13] does not combine the behavior
Index Terms-Attack Graphs, Behavior, Risk Management and risk management with these graph transitions.

For many years security engineers have been doing risk
I. INTRODUCTION analysis using economic models for the design and operation

Wl TITH the increase in the number of hosts connected to of risk-prone, technological systems [1, 3, 4, 5] using attack
the network, there is always a mounting risk for profiles. A considerable amount of research has been reported

protecting computers from outside attacks. In addition to this, on developing profiles of an attacker based on the evidence
improper configuration of network hosts results in host left behind during an attack. We believe that integrating this
vulnerabilities because of which the hosts are susceptible to research could improve the process of risk analysis. Many
outside attacks. For managing the security of a network, articles explain how intruders break into systems [14-15].
security engineers identify security holes by probing the Companies like Psynapse, Amenaza, and Esecurity have built
network hosts, asses the risks associated with the products using the behavior of intruders. This paper marries
vulnerabilities on the computer hosts and fix host profiling with chain of exploits, and detects highly vulnerable
vulnerabilities using patches released by the vendors. resources in the network. Our work uses the theory from

We see frequent releases of patches from product criminology, statistical analysis, behavioral-based security,
vendors (Microsoft, IBM, and HP). Patching up network hosts and attack graphs for computing risk levels of network
is a short-term solution for avoiding an attack, but this requires resources.
fixing the vulnerabilities in all of the network hosts and its
components. This process of patching end hosts requires a II. ATTACK GRAPHS
great deal of human intervention, time and money. The Attack graphs or attack trees have been increasingly
situation worsens when the already present state of the art formalized to be a model for representing system and network
monitoring tools are not effective in identifying new security based on various attacks. An attack graph can be
vulnerabilities. These everyday emerging vulnerabilities created using network topology, interconnection between
provide different attack probabilities depending on the type of hosts, and various vulnerabilities of each host [11, 12, 13].
attacker profile (e.g., script kiddie, hacker). These attack graphs represent the sequence of network actions

A considerable amount of work has been reported on for exploiting each network resource and ultimately the whole
attacker profiles and risk management on an individual basis. network. Consider for example a network hosting ftp, ssh, and
Jackson[4] introduces the notion of behavioral assessment to database services as shown in Fig. 1.
find out the intent behind the attack. Rogers[16] proposed
different categorizations of a hacker community and advices
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attacks. For example, Fig. 3 represents attack graphs
ip, ..........constructed for two example profiles A & B respectively for
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ftp ~~~~~three example attributes skill, attitude, and time.
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Fig. 1. Network Diagram Remtett 436

For the network diagram shown in Fig 1, we can construct Loalbuffer LoclbufferAtkl-1
an attack graph that represents all possible attacks as shown in Stelhhattak, Detectblettak~ HI->HI {745

H2->H2 H2->H2 Lclbfe 7 ,5

Fig 2. Each node in the graph represents an event, and a path {D,t5,able6,a8,tack{
from root to leaf represents a successful attack. Profile A Profile B

3 Tuple {Skill, Attitude, Time}

Sti-th t.k,SW althatack Stealthatac Fig. 3. Attack paths based on profiles from Fig. 2

on host 2 ~~~~~~~~~~~Usingthe profile based attack graphs, we can compute the risk
level associated with that profile. This risk level represents the

Stealth kt St"kh Oerflo Stat aak Stealhatak, vfl risk based on given network topology and profile behavior.

Expioit3: log in u~~~~~~~~ IV. RISK MANAGEMENT

R-te r 'tftp rhot,, ftp.,o,t,, o,Risk management refers to the process of making decisions
Hl- H2 Hl->l HO->HlHl>H2HO->H2cthat would help in minimizing the effects of vulnerabilities on

network hosts. It can be very helpful to have an adaptive risk
computation mechanism that helps in computing risk levels of

ftp o,t,
Loalbffeftp .rho,t, ftp .~rht, Rct loi. network components during patch management and

H St11H2tt>H2 Hi->Hi H2->Hi Hi- H2 penetration testing processes for different attacker profiles.

Fig. 2. An example attack graph with a chain of exploits
0

For each network action given in Fig 2, the attack probability "
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L) I
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1. Define resource attribute values of different profiles for VI. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
the network actions given in Fig 3. Using the responses given in Part II, we divided the

2. Analyze the relationship between behavior and network participants into three groups: hacker, opportunist, and
actions for reducing profile based attacks. explorer-behavior. We analyzed the values of skill, attitude,

3. Understand the relationship between risk, network and time for the people in the three groups based on Part I of
penetration and behavior profiles. the survey. For inferring these values, the median (or most

All the participants had to take a survey with questions probable responses) of all the people classified into one group
divided into two parts. The two parts are described in detail as are taken into consideration. A normalized set of values in the
follows: range of 1-10 for the people in three groups are given in Table

I. From the computed score, we observed the following:
Part I ofthe Survey (Network actions): * Participants classified into the opportunist-behavior profile
The 14 questions [17] represent network actions that are have higher attitude, skill and time compared to participants
concerned with day-to-day operations for computer network belonging to other profiles.
penetration. The responses to these network actions can be . Participants with hacking behavior had intermediate values
used for inferring the resources that are required to carry out of skill, attitude, and time among all the participants.
the network action. We identified three resources: skill . Participants classified into the explorer-behavior profile
(attacker's ability), attitude (attack intent) and time (for the have the least amount of attitude among the participants of
attacker to carry out the network action). all the three profiles.

For assigning attribute values for skill, attitude, and time for These observations can be clearly seen in Fig. 5. The
the survey participant, we analyzed the responses to the attribute values of skill and attitude are higher for opportunists
survey. Each option for a given question is assigned a score followed by hackers and then by explorers. However, it can be
for skill, attitude and time. The sum of the scores of the observed that explorers have high values of attributes for
selected options by the participant gives the amount of skill, question #10, which inquires about frequency with which the
attitude, and time available with the participant. participants logs into a system as "root" or admin user. More

explorers use "root" user to login compared to opportunists
Part

secondpartofShesurvey (pofsies) of32qu7
and hackers as they tend to believe in open door policies.The second part of the survey consists of 32 questions [17]. In Table II, we sorted the sum of scores for attribute values

The responses to these questions can be used to infer the in a descending order of attitude, time (if any other participant
behavior of the survey participant. In this survey, we assumed have same value of attitude), and then by skill (if there are any
that there are three kinds of people who attempt to penetrate or participants with same skill and attitude). Based on the above
compromise network resources. These are people with hacker- sort order, we observed that all the higher order participants
behavior, opportunist-behavior, and explorer-behavior. People are the people with opportunist-behavior followed by people
differ in the mindset for attack behavior. For example, a with hacking and explorer behavior. This order justifies the
person with opportunist behavior may intend to be isolated classification that high attitude are the ones with opportunist
and hidden, whereas a person with explorer behavior is behavior and the ones with explorer behavior have lower
someone who believes in open door principles. values of attitude.
For classifying the participant into one of the three profiles, In, conclusion, we hope our research will help in better

we assigned a score to each option for every question in Part II understanding the relationship between the attributes (such as
of the survey. The sum of the selected option scores by the skills, time, and attitude) for attacker profiles (such as hackers,

TABLE I
ATTRIBUTE VALUES OF NETWORK ACTIONS FOR THE BEHAVIOR PROFILES

Profile Hacker-Behavior Opportunist-Behavior Explorer-Behavior
Question Skill Attitude Time Skill Attitude Time Skill Attitude Time

1 9.198 8.431 9.043 10.000 8.796 10.000 8.221 8.686 7.913
2 8.346 7.628 7.913 10.000 8.796 10.000 5.414 6.058 4.957
3 9.198 8.431 9.043 10.000 8.796 10.000 6.817 7.372 6.435
4 8.346 7.628 7.913 10.000 8.796 10.000 4.010 4.745 3.478
5 7.494 6.825 6.783 6.917 7.263 6.087 5.414 6.058 4.957
6 7.494 6.825 6.783 10.000 8.796 10.000 4.010 4.745 3.478
7 7.494 6.825 6.783 7.945 7.774 7.391 5.414 6.058 4.957
8 7.494 6.825 6.783 10.000 8.796 10.000 4.010 4.745 3.478
9 7.494 6.825 6.783 6.917 7.263 6.087 5.414 6.058 4.957
10 9.198 8.431 9.043 7.945 7.774 7.391 9.624 10.000 9.391
1 1 7.494 6.825 6.783 6.917 7.263 6.087 4.010 4.745 3.478
12 7.494 6.825 6.783 6.917 7.263 6.087 4.010 4.745 3.478
13 6.642 6.022 5.652 6.917 7.263 6.087 4.010 4.745 3.478
14 6.642 6.022 5.652 5.890 6.752 4.783 4.010 4.745 3.478

opportunists, and explorer behavior) with risk and network
participant to all the 32 questions is used to classify the penetration.
participant into one ofthe three profiles.
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